The GEWEX Cloud System Study (GCSS; GEWEX is the Global Energy and Water In the original GCSS strategy, data is collected in various field programs and provided to the CSRM Community, which uses the data to "certify" the CSRMs as reliable tools for the simulation of particular cloud regimes, and then uses the CSRMs to develop parameterizations, which are provided to the GCM Community. We report here the results of a re-thinking of the scientific strategy of GCSS, which takes into account the practical issues that arise in confronting models with data. The main elements of the proposed new strategy are a more active role for the large-scale modeling community, and an explicit recognition of the importance of data integration.
SCMs are used to test cloud parameterizations in an un-coupled mode, by comparison with field data and statistical composites. In the original GCSS strategy, data is collected in various field programs and provided to the CSRM Community, which uses the data to "certify" the CSRMs as reliable tools for the simulation of particular cloud regimes, and then uses the CSRMs to develop parameterizations, which are provided to the GCM Community. We report here the results of a re-thinking of the scientific strategy of GCSS, which takes into account the practical issues that arise in confronting models with data. The main elements of the proposed new strategy are a
1.

Introduction
The use of data to evaluate models is fundamental to science. Although ideally evaluations can be controlled and optimized in the laboratory, in most cases atmospheric scientists have to perform model-data intercomparisons by taking advantage of the uncontrolled opportunities that nature provides. A model-evaluation project is complicated in at least two distinct ways. The technical complexities are obvious and daunting: Data must be collected and analyzed, models must be developed and run, and the two sets of numbers must be brought into meaningful juxtaposition. This is hard enough. An additional and equally complex task, however, is to foster communication and fruitful interactions among the diverse scientific communities whose cooperation and combined expertise are needed in order to carry out the technical work.
The GEWEX 1 Cloud System Study (GCSS) is a case in point. GCSS was organized in the early 1990s by K. Browning and colleagues (Browning et al., 1993 (Browning et al., , 1994 . The challenges that arise as GCSS brings observations and models together are a microcosm of challenges that face all of Atmospheric Science. Over a period of years, GCSS has devised what we call the "GCSS Process:" a mode of operation that appears to optimize its scientific productivity. The GCSS Process was devised partly through trial and error and partly through introspection. The primary purpose of this article is to outline the key elements of the GCSS Process, which, we believe, have the potential be useful for many atmospheric science projects.
The mission of GCSS is to facilitate the development and testing of improved cloud parameterizations for climate and numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. GCSS deals with collections of clouds acting as systems, spanning a range of scales. Browning et al. (1993 Browning et al. ( , 1994 envisioned that the development of improved cloud parameterizations could be aided by the use of cloud-system-resolving models (CSRMs) . These are models with high enough spatial and temporal resolution to represent individual cloud elements, and covering a wide enough range of space and time scales to permit statistical analysis of simulated cloud systems. Randall et al. (1996) .
An importantpremiseof the concept outlinedaboveis that CSRMsgivemorerealistic Lock 1998 Lock , 1999 Lock and McVean, 1999; Lock et al., 2000) . consisting of model output together with observations. We now appreciate that such datasets are themselves among our most important products, because they provide a comprehensive and internally consistent portraits of the processes at work in the atmosphere.
Asa resultofthestudies performed by theGCSSWGs,it hasbecome abundantly clear that"syntheticdatasets" generated usingCSRMsandLESmodelsarenotyet sufficientlyreliable tobeused asproxiesfor realdata, except in carefullyselected cases andeventhenonlywith theutmost caution.
At first, GCSSdidnotadequately recognize theimportantroleof satellitedatain the GCSSProcess.
GCSSwouldbenefit from muchmoreparticipation onthepartof theradiativetransfer community. Cloud-radiation interactions mustandwill playa moreprominent rolein GCSSWG studies.
Withfive WGsholdingannual meetings, plusannual meetings of theGCSSScience Steering GroupandtheGEWEXScience Steering GroupandtheGEWEXModeling andPredictionProgramme, thecommunityis findingit difficult to copewith the demands for travelandpreparations for meetingactivities. Ourcuprunnethover.
Analogousproblemshavebeenencountered elsewhere in theAtmospheric Sciences.
To addresstheseissues,we havedevelopeda revisedversionof the GCSSProcess, To facilitate the efficient production of integrated datasets, we have created, within GCSS, a panel-based activity called "Data Integration for Model Evaluation (DIME)." DIME was formed to coordinate collection, analysis, and dissemination of integrated datasets for the case studies used to evaluate cloud system models and the parameterizations of clouds in GCMs.
The tasks of DIME include:
• Coordination of data collection, quality checking, product definition, re-formatting, archival,anddissemination of a setof casestudydatasets.
Generation of diagnostic datasets for eachcasestudyby combining"local"datasets fromfield campaigns thatproduced comprehensive setsof surface-based andaircraft observations with "global"satelliteandre-analysisdatasets.
• Provisionof liaisonbetween GCSSandGRP. Within the global modeling community there is a cadre of radiative transfer specialists.
Radiative transfer is among the most climatologically important processes at work in cloud systems. GCSS must address the role of radiative transfer through cloud systems in order to achieve its goal of improving cloud system parameterizations for climate models. Some GCSS WGs have given an appropriate level of attention to radiative processes, while others have focused on cloud dynamical issues with prescribed radiative tendencies. It is essential that radiation processes receive a higher overall level of attention in future GCSS projects. In order for this to happen, it will be necessary to entrain radiative transfer specialists into the GCSS WG activities. The simplest and most effective way to do this is to proactively invite radiative transfer specialists into our WG meetings, give them an opportunity to present their science to the WGs, and engage in dialogs with the aim to identify scientific issues of mutual interest. This is an exercise in scientific match-making. The GCSS WG Chairs must take it upon themselves to bring the parties together, so that nature can take its course.
2O
SCMsand CSRMscannotreveal the interactionsof parameterized processes with the large-scale dynamics, simplybecause thelarge-scale dynamical processes areprescribed. This is an importantlimitation. The implicationis that parameterizations muststill be testedin full
GCMs.The globalmodelingcommunityincludesthe operational NWPcentersaswell asthe climate modelingcenters.Operational NWP providesexcellentopportunities for comparing model resultswith data.
GCSSexiststo provideand/orstimulateideasand improvements in parameterization schemes usedin bothclimateandNWPmodels. Nevertheless, the large-scale modelers continue to providesignificant inputto theGCSSby identifyingthekey problemareas for which existing w,l_.,, are considered crucial to parametrization schemes are inadequate (or non-existent), and " "_"_" the success of AGCMs.
NWP has a major role as the principal environment for developing and testing of schemes, and hence can provide feedback and focus to GCSS WGs. NWP can routinely compare the physics of its models with observations in the data assimilation and short-range forecasts environment. This allows the separation of problems specific to a physical process from the overall drift of longer climate-type integration.
Most_NWP centres now have an in-house SCM, based on their GCM, which serves as a testbed for the development and debugging of model parametfization codes. The SCMs are best utilized in parallel with the ability to extract column data from the forecast or analysis. The resulting data sets allow the timestep-by timestep sampling of the behavior and evolution of all parameters and the dynamical forcing at any location on the Globe. In the absence of forcing deduced entirely from observations (a difficult and inevitably limited task), the forcings extracted from the analyses or short-range forecasts allow a much greater range of situations to be studied.
Current short-and medium-range forecasts in NWP do not take into account variations in SST. This effectively disables many cloud feedbacks. Seasonal predictions, which are now being made operationally at various NWP centers, do include predicted sea surface temperatures and so cloud feedbacks on seasonal (and shorter) time scales can be examined in the context of seasonal forecasting.
Concluding discussion
GCSS is combining data with both high-resolution cloud-system models and single- What level of microphysical complexity/sophistication is required for adequate treatment of cirrus clouds in remote sensing applications, both space-based and surface-based? What is the validity of microphysical parameterizations in weather and climate general circulation models for mid-latitude cloud systems forced by orography?
Why are climate models deficient in developing clouds in the weakly forced regimes of midlatitude cloud systems? The occurrence (frequency and intensity) of deep convection. This includes the diurnal cycle of deep convection over land, and other interactions with the boundary layer.
The production of upper tropospheric stratiform clouds by deep convection. This includes the issue of microphysical complexity: how much is required in GCMs and NWP models?
Parameterized versus resolved motions as horizontal resolution increases. This is an issue now for mesosca!e NWP mode!s and for future global NWP models and GCMs.
Working
Group 5 deals with polar clouds (http'J/paos.colorado.edu/faculty/ curry_homeJindex.html).
How does the phase of lower tropospheric clouds depend on temperature and aerosol characteristics, and how are mixed phase clouds maintained?
What is the mechanism that leads to the multiple-layering of cloud systems over the Arctic Ocean, and to what extent does this complex vertical cloud structure need to be resolved in
GCMs?
To what extent must unusual features of the polar boundary layers (e.g. cloud top humidity inversions, heterogeneous underlying surface) be represented in GCMs to adequate simulate boundary layer clouds in the polar regions?
How do clouds and their radiative effects influence the physical and optical properties of the snow/ice surface? 
